New combinatorial properties of Catalan trees are established and used to prove a number of algebraic results related to the Jacobian conjecture. Let F = (x1 + H1; x2 + H2; : : : ; xn + Hn) be a system of n polynomials in C x1; x2; : : : ; xn], the ring of polynomials in the variables x1 ; x2; : : : ; xn over the eld of complex numbers. Let H = (H1; H2; : : : ; Hn). Our principal algebraic result is that if the Jacobian of F is equal to 1, the polynomials Hi are each homogeneous of total degree 2, and ( 
Introduction
Let F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : ; F n be polynomials in C x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ], the ring of polynomials in the variables x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n over the eld of complex numbers. The Jacobian conjecture states that if the Jacobian of the system F = (F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : ; F n ) is equal to a non-zero scalar number, then there exists an inverse system of polynomials G = (G 1 ; G 2 ; : : : ; G n ) such that G i (F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : ; F n ) = x i for each i n. For There are a number of partial results relating to systems in which F i = x i + H i for all i, where each H i is homogeneous of the same total degree d. In this case the matrix of partial derivatives ( @Hi @xj ) satis es ( @Hi @xj ) n = 0. Wang 4] and Oda 3] have shown that the Jacobian conjecture is true of those systems for which d = 2. Bass, Connell and Wright 1] have shown that the Jacobian conjecture is true provided it is true of all systems for which d = 3. A number of authors have shown (see for example 2] ) that the Jacobian conjecture is true when ( @Hi @xj ) 2 = 0, and in this case the inverse system is given by G i = x i ? H i for each i. David Wright 5] gave a combinatorial proof of this result when n = 2 and d = 3, using the formal tree expansion of the inverse suggested by Gurjar's formula (unpublished, but cited in 5]). While Wright's formal tree expansion is an elegant combinatorial expression of the inverse, his tree surgery approach does not easily lend itself to calculating the terms in the di erential ideal generated by ( @Hi @xj ) n . In this paper we propose a di erent approach to the formal tree expansion of the inverse, and our methods give rise to the following algebraic results: Theorem 1.1. Let F = (x 1 + H 1 ; x 2 + H 2 ; : : : ; x n + H n ) be a system of polynomials with complex coe cients, where each H i is homogeneous of total degree d. Let We should remark that Bass, Connell and Wright 1] proved that 2 n?1 is a bound on the degree of the inverse of F when F is a quadratic system of n polynomials in n variables. Our bound on the degree of the inverse is much lower than this for large n, given our additional hypothesis that ( @Hi @xj ) 3 = 0. As an illustration of the property that ( @Hi @xj ) 2 ) = (0; 0):
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we show that the formal power series inverse of a system of polynomials can be expressed as sums of weights of Catalan trees. In Section 3 we will indicate how a combinatorial interpretation of ( @Hi @xj ) n = 0 can be combined with Gaussian elimination to show that sums of weights over equivalence classes of Catalan trees having a su ciently large number of external vertices are zero. In order to obtain this result we will need to establish new combinatorial properties of Catalan trees. This is the subject of Section 4. In Section 5 we use our understanding of Catalan trees to prove Theorem 1.1. Our methods give rise to a number of di cult questions about these combinatorial objects, which we pose in the concluding section of this paper.
Catalan Tree Expansion of the Inverse
Catalan trees are rooted planar trees whose internal vertices have out-degree 2. We will denote the set of Catalan trees by C and the set of Catalan trees having p external vertices by C p . Internal vertices are vertices which have successor vertices, and external vertices are those which do not (they are also known as leaves). For example, C 4 for each j. We can now express the formal power series inverse of the system F as sums of weights of Catalan trees. We de ne G i 2 C x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n ]] for each i by
This sum is well-de ned because the total degree of w(T) is p for all T 2 C The Jacobian conjecture states that if the Jacobian of F = (F 1 ; F 2 ; : : : ; F n ) is a non-zero scalar, then each G i is a polynomial. This is equivalent to saying A marked Catalan tree is a pair (T; v), where T is a Catalan tree and v is an external vertex of T. We will denote by (C; ) the set of marked Catalan trees. Marked Catalan trees can be multiplied together in a natural way. Let (S; u) and (T; v) be elements of (C; ). We set (S; u)(T; v) equal to the marked tree obtained by replacing the vertex u in S by (T; v). : Similarly, we can multiply a marked tree (S; u) and an unmarked tree T to obtain an unmarked tree (S; u)T.
We will extend our weight function to marked Catalan trees as follows: of degree 2 and that ( @Hi @xj ) 2 = 0. This will motivate the de nitions to come when we make our more general arguments.
Given a Catalan tree T, we will let T] denote the equivalence class of all trees isomorphic to T as a rooted tree. Given a marked Catalan tree (T; v), we will let T; v] denote the equivalence class of all trees isomorphic to (T; v) as a rooted tree, where the isomorphism sends marked vertex to marked vertex. For example, the trees isomorphic to . . . . . . . . . The following lemma shows that equivalent marked trees have equivalent branch words. Proof. Suppose (S; u) (T; v). Then S; T 2 C p for some p. We will prove the conclusion by induction on p. If We de ne l T (v) as the number of trees in sub v (T ) which are equivalent to the subtree having v as a root. We de ne the symmetry labels of a marked tree (T; v) 2 (C; ) in the same way, bearing in mind that one of the subtrees of the brothers may be marked and that no marked tree is equivalent to an unmarked tree. Figure 4 .1 contains an illustration of the symmetry labels of an unmarked tree.
We de ne the symmetry number of a tree in C (C; ) to be the number of trees in its equivalence class. The notation is sym(T ) for unmarked trees and sym(T; v) for marked trees. Symmetry labels and symmetry numbers are useful for keeping track of the multiplicities which arise when we form products of formal sums of trees.
Products of Classes of Marked and Unmarked Trees
Let T 2 C (C; ). We will denote by sum(T ) the formal sum We will now work out the product rules for pairs of formal sums over equivalence classes. Proof. We need to verify that every term in the product is equivalent to (T; v), and that each marked tree in the class of (T; v) has a unique decomposition into a product of trees, one from the class of (R; u) and one from the class of (S; v).
Every term in the product is equivalent to Total Ordering of Catalan Trees
We will de ne a total ordering < of C (C; ) as follows. We rst require that S < T whenever S has fewer external vertices than T. We also require that the unmarked tree consisting of a single vertex be smaller than the marked tree ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; :
We will refer to those trees which are largest in their equivalence class as standard trees, and use them as equivalence class representatives. We will denote the set of standard Catalan trees by standard(C) and the set of standard marked Catalan trees by standard(C; ). The standard trees in C 4 are ; ; ; ; :
One of the standard trees in CH 3 is :
The standard tree representing the class T] is T. We will also say that S] < T] if and only if S < T.
It is not di cult to verify the following property of standard trees: Lemma 4.6. All of the subtrees of a standard tree are standard.
Chain Compositions
We have already de ned the set CH k of chains of height k. We will re ne this de nition by setting CH (i1; 
Linear Combinations of Formal Sums of Catalan Trees
We can now state a theorem which is based on all the preceeding results of this section. Its purpose is to describe the multiplicities which arise when we create a formal linear combination of equivalence classes of trees by shu ing a given tree.
Let M be a multiset of r standard Catalan trees. Let be the number of distinct rearrangements of the contents of M. Let (i 1 ; : : : ; i k ) be a sequence of positive integers which sum to r. Let be two of the terms above. We must show that P Q ) (S 0 ; v 0 ) (S 00 ; v 00 ):
Assume P Q. Choose any vertex w 0 2 V E (T 0 ). Since T 0 T 00 , there must exist a corresponding vertex w 00 2 V E (T 00 ) such that (T 0 ; w 0 ) (T 00 ; w 00 ). This implies by Lemma 4.1 that B w 0 (T 0 ) B w 00 (T 00 ). Since (R 0 ; u 0 ) (R 00 ; u 00 ), we also have B u 0 (R 0 ) B u 00 (R 00 ). Finally, we are assuming that the union of the multisets making up the branch word of (S 0 ; v 0 ) is equivalent to the union of the multisets making up the branch word of (S 00 ; v 00 ), i.e. that they are both equivalent to M. As an immediate application of this theorem we can carry out the computations in Section 3 in a more general setting. Let Corollary 4.13. Let M and N be multisets of standard trees of equal cardinality 2. Assume the standard tree whose height one subtrees make up M is greater than or equal to the standard tree whose height one subtrees make up N. Let T be a standard tree. Then the standard tree whose height one subtrees make up M fTg is greater than or equal to the standard tree whose height one subtrees make up N fTg.
Proof. In general, if the standard trees in a multiset X are T 1 T 2 T k , then the standard tree having these height one subtrees is (T 1 ; T 2 ; ; T k ), which is the largest rearrangement of the word T 1 T 2 T k in lexicographic order. This is an injection from the height one subtrees of (R; u)T 1 to the height one subtrees of (S; v)T 2 . Hence by Lemma 4.14 we can say (R; u)T 1 (S; v)T 2 . Having established the basic vocabulary and combinatorial properties of Catalan trees, we move on to identify those properties of Catalan trees which enable us to prove Theorem 1.1.
Applications to the Jacobian Conjecture
We will refer to any unmarked standard tree T for which there exists a vertex and H H = 0.
We will de ne the set B of binary Catalan trees as those Catalan trees all of whose internal vertices have out-degree equal to two. Our remaining task is to prove the following result about binary Catalan trees: 
Conclusion
We have seen that combinatorial properties of Catalan trees translate into algebraic properties of the formal power series inverse of a system of polynomials. In particular, formal sums over equivalence classes of binary trees having a sufciently large number of vertices can be expressed in terms of 3-good combinations, and this gives rise to the conclusion that weighted sums over equivalence classes of trees are equal to zero when certain algebraic conditions on the weight function are met. An advantage to working with trees is that we can ignore the nature of the weights. On the other hand, perhaps we omit vital information when we do so.
Since the Jacobian conjecture is true for quadratic systems of polynomials, it seems worthwhile to pursue a combinatorial proof of this fact using binary Catalan trees. One conjecture we can make is 
